1. How do Kate and Bianca get along? Give an example from the play to show this.
   Kate and Bianca don’t get along at all. They fight in the first scene of Act 2, Kate has Bianca tied up and calls her lots of names.

2. According to Baptista, what must Petruchio do to win Kate?
   Baptista tells Petruchio that he must win Kate’s love in order to marry her.

3. What are the characteristics of the dialogue between Kate and Petruchio?
   Kate and Petruchio argue with lots of interesting dialogue and play on words. They have a feisty bawdy argument that shows they are near equals at word play.

4. What new problem does Tranio have at the end of Act 2?
   Tranio must produce a father for “Lucentio” in order to assure that he has the money he says he has and can afford to marry Bianca.